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Organizing the Technical Article
By
F. BRUCE SANFORD, Senior Scientific Editor
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries Branch of Reports
U.S. Naval Air Station
Seattle, Wash. 98115

ABSTRACT
No article can be more efficient than the outline from
which it is written. This manual presents a technique for
devising an efficient outline by either deductive or inductive reasoning, whichever is more appropriate to the circumstances. The technique is based on strict adherence to
the principles of logic.

INTROD UCTI O N
Every scientist and engineer
is confronted with more articles than he can read to keep
abreast of his field . With such
a heavily burdened reader , how
can we hope to communicate our
ideas to him? The surest way
is for us to write our article
so clearly that he can read it
rapidly yet understand it com pletely.
To write such an article, we
must start with a good outline.
Forming the outline needed,
however, is hard, for it must
meet the requirement s of logic .
The purpo s e of thi s manual
therefore is to suggest how we
can make an outline that is
logical.
In our study of the principles
of outlining, we are handicapped

by the fact that outlines d eal
with entire articles. F or that
rea son, illustratio ns of the
principles take up much space.
We can solve this problem,
however, for we can use symbols instead of lengthy verbiage.
To make our symbolism
meaningful by a specific example, let us suppose that our
article is to have the title
"Neahkahnie Mountain- -A Naturalist's Paradise," and let us
represent this overall tOP1C by
the symbol" Topic A." , ow, let
us divide our subject into the
two main parts shown in figure
1 A, and let us construct our
symbolized outline to correspond (fig. 1 B). Finally, let
us expand the outline as shown

Neahkalmie Mountain--A Naturalist I s Paradise
1.

Topic A

Cl1.m.ate

II.

Life

I.

Figure lA.--Illustrative outline.

II.

Topic A
I.

Topic AA

II.

Topic AB

Figure IB.--Symbolized
outline.

in figure 2A, and again construct our symbolize d outline
(fig. 2B).
Neahkahnie Mountain--A Naturalist I s Paradise
1.

II.

Climate
A.

On the land side

B.

On the ocean side

Life
A.

Plant

B.

Ani"'" 1

Figure 2A.--Illustrative outline
expanded,
Now that we have our symbolism in mind, let us c onvert
the
symbolized conventional
outline into the corresponding
branch-chain outline (fig. 3).
But why do we need a branchchain outline? For answer, note
how clearly the branch-chain
arrangement shows the relations among the topic s.
When we study branch- chain
outline s, we find two ba s ic

2

Topic AA
A.

Topic

B.

Topic AAB

AAA

Topic AB
A.

Topic ABA

B.

Topic ABB

Figure 2B.--Symbolized outline expanded.
methods of organlzmg ideas
(fig. 4): deductive and inductive.
In the deductive method, our
i deas proceed from the general
(or comprehensive) to the specific (or detailed). In the inductive, they proceed from the specific to th e general.
Both methods of making an
outline are valuable. If we start
thinki ng about our subject in
general terms, we use the deductive method. If we start
thinking in terms of details, we
use the inductive one.
Once we have made an inductive outline, however, we turn
it end over to convert it into
a deductive outline be for e
starting to write . We always
present our article to the reader
in deductive form. Why? Deduction is easier than induction
is.
In considering the s e two
methods, let us look into the
deductive method first, since
we can t rea t the inductive
method, though more complex,
rather simply after we have
giveri thought to the deductive
orie.

Conventional outline:

Corresponding branch-chain outline:

TOPIC A
1.

II.

Topic AA
A.

Topic AAA

B.

Topic AAB

Topic AB
A.

Topic ABA

B.

Topic ABB

Figure 3. --Conventional outline and branch-chain outline.

Deductive Method:

Inductive Method:

Figure 4.--Deductive and inductive methods.

I.

DEDUCTIVE METHOD

When dis cus sing the principles of outlining, we find need
for the terms: "coordinate"
and "subordinate." What do we
mean by these commonly used
terms? When we refer to coordinate, we mean that two or
more closely related ideas are
of the same degree of generality
or specificity. ' In short, they are
at the same level of outline division (fig. 5). By subordinate,
we mean that one idea is les s
general- - or alternatively, that
it is more specific- -than is
another idea to which it is
clos ely related.
For our outline to be logical,
the coordination m u s t be correct, and the subordination must

OF OUTLINE FORMATION
be correct. Unless these two
conditions are met, the reader
will not be able to follow our
ideas rapidly when he reads our
article. So our problem in making an outline is how to achieve
correct coordination and correct subordination.

A. ACHIEVING CORRECT
COORDINATION
We can make certain mistakes in coordination without
simultaneously making a mistake in subordination, but the
converse is not true. For example, unless we have correctly
subordinated our ideas, we will

3

Levels

'"

Levels

0 -------------------------------------- A

(Coordinate)

(Coordin.te)

-------------------------------------

(Coordinate)

0

(Coordinate)

Figure 5.--Relation of coordination to levels of outline division.

erroneously present topics as
coordinate t hat are actually
subordinate. To simplify our
present discussion of coordination, we will therefore assume
that our ideas are all subordinated correctly.
In achieving correct cordination, our m a in problems
(other than the one just mentioned) are in dealing with the
coverage of our ideas and with
their sequence.

of course, is not logical. Each
coordinate topic must be mutually exclusive.
Boundaries established by Topic A:

Coverage given topic A by Topic. AI&. and AB:

1. Coverage
In figure 5, Topic AA + Topic
AB = Topic A. In other words,
the subject matter treated by
coordinate subtopics must add
up exactly to the subj ect matter
promised by the superior topic
(fig. 6). Thus, the coverage
given Topic A by Topics AA and
AB combined must be neither
les s (undercoverage, figs. 7 A
and 7B) nor more (overcoverage, figs. 8A and 8B) than the
boundaries established by Topic

Figure 6.--Boundaries and coverage.

Topic A

A.
A special case of overcoverage might be called "overlap"
(fig. 9A). In overlap, the same
aspect of a subject is discussed
in two or more sections of the
paper (fig. 9B). This practice,
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Figure 7A.--Undercoverage of
Topic AA.

Topic A

Sea Animals
I.
II.

Small fishes
Large sea animals

Figure 7B.--Undercoverage of Topic I.
Figure 9A.--Overlap of Topics AA
and AB.
Topic A

New World

I.

North America

II.

Latin America

Figure 8A.--Overcoverage of Topic AB.
Figure 9B.--Overlap by Topic II.

Fishes
I.
II.

Small fishes
Large sea animals

Figure 8B.--Overcoverage by Topic II.

2. Sequence
In considering how we can
achieve correct coordination,
we have seen that we must give
attention to the coverage of our
topics to ensure that we do not
fall into errors either of undercoverage or of overcoverage.
We turn next to the problem of
sequence (fig. 10).
In the technical articles and
books with which this manual is
concerned, sequence is impor-

tanto In a book on calculus, for
example, pres enting integral
calculus be for e differential
would be catastrophic for the
student. Without a kno wle dge
of differential cal c u l u s, he
would lack the background necessary for him to understand
integral calculus. Thus, in the
articles and books of concern
to us, the following equations
normally hold true:
A == AA

+

AB

f

AB

+ AA

When presenting coordinate
topics, we therefore make sure
that we present them in optimum
sequence. In short, we arrange
them in such an order that after
reading one coordinate topic in
our series, the reader will have
the background necessary for
him to understand the next topic
in our series.

5

A

Figure lO.--Sequence of coordinate topics.

B. ACHIEVING CORRE CT
SUBORDINATION

look for and then how to look
for it.

As suming
that we h a v e
achieved correct coordination
by achieving correct coverage
of topics and correct sequence
of topics, we turn now to the
problem of achieving correct
s ubo rdina tion.
Because achieving correct
subordination is hard , the error
of faulty subordination occurs
in the outline of nearly every
article. Accordingly, it will
likely occur in the outlines with
vhich we are concerned unless
we take special steps either to
correct it or to avoid it.
Most of us \ ..-ho write technical articles also have the
task of reviewing the writing
of others. Let us therefore see
ho v ve can help other authors
to correct the error of faculty
subordination and then ..-hat
steps we can take to avoid it
ln the articles that we ourelves vrite.

( 1) \\"ha t to 1 0 0 k fo r • - Faulty subordination can become complicated in that a
number of errors can occur
together. To simplify our problem of learning what to look
for, we investigate the singly
occurring errors before taking
up the more complicated case
of the errors that occur in
multiple combination.

1. Helping Others
\'hen .ve are helping others,
our first problem is to find the
error vf faulty subordmation,
and our :, econd problem is to
correct it.
a. Finding the error of faulty
ubordination. - - To fmd the error, w h ve to know what to

(a) Singly occurring errors.-- When examining the outline in figure llA, we immediately sense that something is
wrong . On analysis, we see that
two of the topics - -House and
Senate - -ar e specially related.
That is, the relation between
the House and Senate is quite
different , say, from the relation bet wee n the Executive
Branch and the Hous e . If t he
four topics--Executive Branch,
House , Senate , and Judicial
Branch -- were all truly coordinate , s p e cia 1 relations
would not exist . The relations
among
them
vould all be
equally close. The House, for
example, would be related as
clos ely tJ the Executive Branch
as it is to the Senate .
Why then does this special
relation exist between the House
and Senate? They do not belong

in the group at LevelL These
two topics have been substituted
for a missing superior topic-namely,
Legislative Branch.
Hence, the two specially related
topics - -Hous e and Senate, which
are subordinate to Legislative
Branch, belong at Level 2 (fig.
IlB).
The substitution of two or
more subordinate topics, such
as House and Senate, for a
single topic, such as Legislative Branch, at the next higher
level in the outline is typical
of the singly occurring error of
incorrect subordination.
(b) Multiply
occurring
errors.--The erroneous substitution of subordinate for su-

perior topics may be made from
any of the lower levels. Figure
12, for example, illustrates
stepwise
substitutions from
Levels 4, 3, and 2 into Levell.
Had the original outline in
figure 12 been divided in more
detail, the substitutions might
have been more extensive. Also,
they might have taken place
from levels lower than Leve14.
Figure 13 illustrates the results
of substitutions from an outline
originally containing top i c s,
at Level 5 or lower. Ne use the
symbols K, L, M, ••• to represent the topics in figure 13
because we wish to show our
uncertainty as to their true
level in the outline.

PRINCIPAL BRANCHES OF TIlE FEDERAL GOVERNMENr

o

Figure llA.--Four topics erroneously presented as coordinate.

o
1

2

Figure llB.--Correction of the error in coordination.
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Substitution of topics at Level 3 inco lAve! 2

Substitution of topics It

l.!vtl

2 into lAvel 1

Results of substitut1.nl topics at Levels 4. 3. 2 into Level 1

~~IA-2I- IAB~BI

IABBBI

Figure 12.--Stepwise substitution of topics
into Level 1.

o

1

Figure 13.--Substitutions from levels far below LevelL

(2) How to look.-- We have
now gained an understanding of
the nature of the error of incorrect subordination so that
we know what to look for. We
know that it can be singly occurring or multiply occurring.
We see that it consists in substituting subordinate ideas for
superior ideas. Further, we
see that this substitution may
erroneously be made not only
from the next lower level in the
outline but from any of the lower
levels. We see also that the
substitute subordinate topics,
such as House and Senate , will
form
specially related sub-
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groups am 0 n g the superior
topics. Finally, we see that, in
general, the greater the number
of lower levels from which sub stitutions are made, the greater
the numb er of subordinate top ics that will erroneously be
presented as coordinate.
We turn next to the problem
of how to look for the error.
Looking for it involves two
steps. Step A is counting the
topics presented as coordinate
to see if the number is suspiciously large. This step is
valuable because it helps us to
pinpoint the error quickly even
when we are extremely busy .

Then, if counting ind"icates that
the topics probably are not
coordinate, Step B is searching
for special relations among the
topics, the presence of which
proves that the subordinationof
ideas is faulty.
(a) Looking for suspiciously large numbers of topics.--In figure llA,whenHouse
and Senate were substituted for
Legislative Branch, the number
of topics pres ented as coordinate was erroneously increased
from three to four. In figure 12,
when topics that should have
been at Levels 4, 3, or 2 were
substituted for Topic AB at
Levell, the number of topics
pres ented as coordinate increased erroneously from two
to five. In figure 13, when
topics that should have been at
Level 5 or lower were erroneously substituted for Topics AA
and AB at Levell, the number
of topics at Level 1 were increased erroneously from 2 to

let us consider three topics
that supposedly are all immediately subordinate to Topic A.
We will symbolize them as
Topics X, Y , and Z both for
generality and to indicate our
uncertainty as to their true
level in the outline (fig. 14).
Unless Topic Y is in the exact
center of thought between
Topics X and Z, it will form a
specially related subgroup with
either Topic X and Topic Z, depending upon which topic it is
more closely related to (fig.
15A).
Now, as we saw in the case
of the Hous e and Senate, whenever topics are specially related, the relation can be
expressed by a more comprehensive idea (for example, Legislative Branch). Once we recognize
what
this
more

o

16.
Typically, then, whenever
this error in coordination occurs--that is, whenever a number of ideas at lower levels in
the outline are substituted for
a single idea at ahigherlevel-the result is inevitably an increase in the number of topics
presented as coordinate. Thus,
counting should give us a clue
as to whether our topics are
truly coordinate.
But how high should we count
before the coordination becomes suspect? The answer is
t wo. To see why, let us analyze
the situation that exists whenever the error occurs.
To begin with, the substitute
subtopics will always form a
specially
related
subgroup
(such as House and Senate in
figure lIA). As an illustration,

1

Figure 14.--Topics X, Y, and Z .

Y more closely related to X:

Y more eIc •• ly rel.ted to z:

Figure 15A.--Specially related subgroups resulting when Y is displaced
from the center of thought.
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Case l--Y more closely related to X:

o
Idea expressing the
relation of X to Y ----)

(Z - AB)

Case 2--Y II¥)re cIo •• ly related to Z:

(X - AA)

Figure 15I3.--Insertion of missing superior idea.
comprehensive idea is, we can
identify the specially related
topics as being subordinate. We
then can put them into their
correct places at a lower level
after inserting the missing superior idea (fig. 15B).
The only instance in which
special relations, such as thos e
represented by Cases 1 and 2
in figure 15A, cannot occur is
when the entire group consists
of only two topics (fig. 16). Any
relation between these two topics then necessarily applies to
the group as a whole. In this
one special case, not enough
topics are in the group to form
a specially related subgroup.

~

---------!f----------,

ictJ

[b!

L ___________________ ..1

Figure 16.--No special relations
possible.
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With three or more topics,
however, subgroups are easily
possible. In fact,
they are
highly probable. We have great
difficulty in finding three or
more topics such that the middle topics are equally spaced
in thought between the first and
last topics. Thus, among three
or more topics, two w ill almost
invariably be specially related.
So, whenever three or more
topics are presented as coordi nate, we should suspect that the
subordination of ideas is faulty.
The greater the number above
two, the greater should be our
suspicion, for the greater is the
pos sibility of special relations
somewhere in the group (fig. 17;
compare Panel 2 with the specific example in fig. 11A).
(b) Looking for special relations.--We
now
see that
counting can help us quickly
locate- potentially erroneous
subordination, as when we find,
say, six topics presented as
coordinate (fig. 18A). Finding

h
and
r -----.,
,r,

:L.rFJ l!J'
oJ

A and I IpK1.aih "iltcd

tnd

X

Z 'ptSlt1h

u1es~:

~

r--------r--J[~__~r~.--....

clj

dJ

·et ~l...

f - -and
- !l-and
- Y-tP!(l.lly
- - -ul.t...s
- - - - -(Ii)
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F l ur' I i . - - om of the opeclal r latl{)ns possible with four topics.

1.

II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
FI

TlIrl

Oral digestion
Gastric digestion
Intestinal digestion

subordination .-- In ertup nor ld
gov>rmng
p Cl 11' r lated sub roup nd
ously placing th
ubordm t
id as at the appropdat
1 vt.b in the outline correct
the ~rror (fig. 1 B) .
When th
rrors ar mUltiply
occurring , as in fi ure 13, th y
becom> ha d to corr c . £s ntidlly wha W' h v then 1
mlscellaneou co .. l ctlon of C1 ,tail d ldeas , VhlCh, vh n organized logIcally , b long
va nou", lev is In th ou 11n •
fa organize th scampI xly
interrelated ideas correctly, ve
us e the sam<" t chniqu
>N
do when making n au
mduction . Thi metho
e xpla med la t r .

Carbohydrate metabolism
Lipid metabolism

1.

Protein metabolism

ISt\.--SI· tOpl S pr
coordlnilt .

sent

d

!SIX tOPIC~ or any oth r number,
howey r, wIll not prove erron ou:
ubordlnatlon . Th
si.- topics mi ht, b' chance ,
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11.
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2. Helping Ourselves
We now know how to help
others correct the error of
faulty subordination. We know
what to look for. We know that
the error consists in the substitution of subordinate ideas
for superior ideas. And we
know how to look for it. We
know that if counting reveals
three or more topics presented
as coordinate, some of them are
probably not truly coordinate.
Finally, we know that if any of
these topics are specially related, our suspicions concerning the incorrect subordination
of ideas are confirmed. We then
can correct the error by ins erting the missing superior ideas
and placing the subordinate
ideas at the appropriate lower
levels in the outline.
Let us suppose now that instead of correcting the work of
others, we ourselves are writing an article. How then do we
avoid the commonly occurring
error of faulty subordination?
Before we consider the answer,
we mightfirstaskanother question: namely, why is it so important that we avoid this error?
To answer that question, let
us go back to fundam entals. Why
are we making an outline in the
first place? Evidently, to simplify thought--not for ourselves, of course, but for the
reader. How then do we simplify
thought for him? We do it by
division. We take our main
idea (say, Topic A) and divide
it. Then we take the resulting
subdivisions (say, Topics AA
and AB) and divide them. We
continue in this manner until
we arrive at ideas so readily
understandable that they need
be divided no further.
12

But does division really simplify thought? Yes. Since a part
is always less comprehensive
than the whole, a part is always
simpler than the whole.
What then is the problem?
Although
division simplifies
thought, overdivision complicates it. The reader cannot
remember a large number of
parts long enough to reassemble
them back into the whole (consider fig. 13). When he cannot
see the r ela tion of the parts to
the whole, he becomes lost, and
the purpose of the outline in
facilitating rapid reading is defeated.
Granted then that the achievement of correct subordination is
important in our efforts to help
the reader grasp our ideas
quickly, what steps can we take
to ensure the correct subordination of our ideas? We can take
two main ones. Taking these
steps requires that we give
thought both to the correct number of topics to present as coordinate and to the correct relative size of the topics.
a. Choosing the correct number of coordinate topics.-Under certain unusual circumstances, the correct number of
coordinate topics to present is
only one. Let us investigate this
unusual cas e for the understanding it will give us and then
look into the ordinary case in
which more than one topic is
the correct number.
(l) When the correct num ber is only one.--To handle the
problem of the single subtopic ,
we have to remember that, when
we make an outline, we are
dealing with ideas and not with

physical things. We need to recognize that selecting the coordinate subtopics used to elucidate
a given superior topic involves
one of two processes: classification or partition.
To see the difference in these
processes, let us consider the
two subjects "Knives" and
"Knife." In classifying knives,
we would separate them into
subclasses, each subclass having some common distinguishing
property--for example, "Folding Knives" and "Nonfolding
Knives." In partitioning knife,
on the other hand, we would take
one whole knife and separate it
into its parts--for example,
"Blade" and "Handle."
When we divide a subject into
parts, we should always come
up with two or more parts because no whole can be partitioned into less than two parts.
But does this restriction hold
true when we classify? No.
When we classify topics into
subclasses, we can come up
with a single subclass. Suppose,
for example, that we want to
discuss the subject: "Animals
on our Mountain Valley Farm."
Suppose also that we want to
emphasize the fact that our
farm has both domestic and
wild animals. Our outline might
take the form shown in figure
19A.
Suppose, now, that because
of hunting all the bears were
killed off. Our outline would
take the form shown in figure
19B. At this point, some of us
would begin to feel acute discomfort. So, having heard the
supposed rule that single subtopics can never logically exist,
we would hastily revis e our outline as shown in figure 19C.
But on looking at this outline,
we would see that "Deer" is not

Animals on Our Mountain Valley Farm
I.

Domestic animals

II.

A.

Horses

B.

Sheep

Wild animals
A.

Deer

B.

Bears

Figure 19A.--Outline showing presence
of wild animals on farm.

Animals on Our Mountain Valley Farm
I.

Domestic animals

II.

A.

Horses

B.

Sheep

Wild animals
A.

Deer

Figure 19B.--Outline in figure 19A
corrected following the disappearance of bears.

Animals on Our Mountain Valley Farm
I.

II.

Domestic animals
A.

Horses

B.

Sheep

Deer

Figure 19C.--Outline in figure 19B
revised to eliminate the single subtopic under "Wild animals."

coordinate with "Domestic animals." We therefore would revise the outline, perhaps as
shown in figure 19D.
On studying this outline, we
would realize that the subject
"Deer" is not coordinate with
13

Animals on Our Mountain Valley Farm
I.

Horses

II.

Sheep

III.

Deer

Figure 19D.--Outline in figure 19C
revised because of faulty coordination.
the subjects "Horses" and
"Sheep," which form a specially
related
subgroup.
Also, we
would see that this outline does
not emphasize the point that we
want to make about our having
wild animals. It conceals important relations among our
topics and thus defeats the purpose of the outline. Hence, we
would adopt the outline in figure
19E.
Figure 19E differs from figure 19B in only one respect-it shows that the single subclass is deliberate, not the
result
of thoughtlessness.
Otherwise, the two outlines are
equivalent.
With the outline in figure 19 E,
note that if our farm is restocked
with bears, we have a classification for them. Note, further,
that although the class "wild
animals" presently has only
one sub clas s, it nevertheles s
is complete, for "deer" con-

Animals on Our Mountain Valley Farm
I.

II.

Domestic animals
A.

Horses

B.

Sheep

Wild animals:

deer

Figure 19E.--Outline in figure 19D
corrected because of faulty coordination.
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stitutes the entire class. In
contrast, if we were to partition "knife" into "blade," the
partitioning would be incom plete. It therefore would be
illogical, for, as we saw earlier,
one requirement of logical divison is that the parts add up
to the whole.
But the parts do have to be
coordinate whether we are partitioning or classifying. When
we classify, unless we are
aware of the logical possibility
of the single subclass, we may
fall into the error of faulty subordination instead of avoiding it.
(2) When the correct number is more than one.- -In taking
up the presentation of more
subtopics than one, let us consider the presentation of two
coordinate
subtopics before
considering the more complex
case in which we would present
three or more.
(a) Two topics.--Helping
us to avoid the substitution of
subordinate for superior ideas
is the knowledge that coordinate
topics usually occur in pairs.
When making an outline, we
accordingly need not embark on
a haphazard search for some
indefinite number of coordinate
topics. We need to look, at
least initially, for only two.
We narrow our search by asking ourselves the question: "At
this point, what two main subideas, when presented to the
reader in proper sequence, will
give him complete understanding of the superior idea that
we are trying to divide?"
Often we have a subject that ,
upon first analysis, appears not
to yieJd to two-part division;
yet, after we have finished the
analysis, we find that it quite
naturally falls into two parts.

Suppose, for example, our subject is the three-part division
of the National Government. Is
the Legislative Branch in the
exact center of thought between
the Executive Branch and the
Judicial Branch? Perhaps it is
more closely related to the
Executive Branch. Despite tradition, could we not think of
the Executive and Legislative
Branches as the dynamic part
of the Government and the
Judicial Branch as the restraining part? Answering this question presumes more knowledge
of political science than most
of us may possess. That the
question arises, however, indicates that even our traditional divisions are not necessarily the most logical and
that two-part division may be
both possible and preferable to
division into a larger number.
In trying to divide a given
topic into two subtopics, we
have to be careful to find the
natural dividing point. When we
divide naturally, the reader is
able to see the logic of our division. The logic then helps
him to remember the subdiV1SlOns. If on the other hand,
we do not find the natural dividing point, the reader will not
be able to see the logic and
hence will have difficulty in
keeping the subdividions in
mind. He will then tend to become lost in our discussion. In
that case, the dividing, instead
of aiding communication, hinders it.
Accordingly, if we cannot find
the one natural point of division,
we should divide our subject
wherever and however it seems
to require rather than at some
obviously illogical point. Under
no condition should we artificially force the division of our

subject into two or any other
arbitrary number of parts.
b. Three or more topics.-In the foregoing discussion, we
assumed that our subject really
should be divided into two parts
but that, owing possibly to our
lack of knowledge ofthe subject,
we are unable to see how to
divide it properly. The question
now aris es , can we ever logically divide a subject into more
than two parts?
To answer that question, we
have to consider tolerances.
For a specific illustration, let
us suppose that we are trying
to decide on whether to divide
our main topic into three subtopics. According to a strict
interpretation of the principles
of coordination, such a division
would probably not be logical.
It would require the middle
topic to lie at the exact center
of thought between the other two
topics. Unless it does lie at the
exact center, it will form a specially related subgroup with one
or the other of the topics, which
logic does not permit. But how
often can we find a topic that
w ill lie a t the exact center of
thought between two others? The
probability of finding such a
topic is small.
To deal in a practical way
with this problem of three subtopics, let us turn to the engineer for help. An engineer
never
set s his tolerances
higher than need be. He adjusts
them to meet the requirements
of each particular case. In the
same way, we can adjust our
coordination tolerances (fig. 20)
to meet the requirements of the
particular outline that we are
constructing and of the particular part of the outline that we
are constructing.
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Figure 20.-- Tolerances in range of
thought.

Whether or not we can present three or more topics as
coordinate now depends on our
tolerances. As we narrow them,
our chances for finding three or
more coordinate topics reduces;
as we widen them, our chances
increases.
The crucial question now is:
What de t e r min e s our tolerances? The answer is: The
complexity of our subject matter. The more complex our
subject--that is, the more difficult it is for the reader to
understand--the closer we
should make our tolerances and
therefore the more rigorously
logical we should be.
When our topics are simple,
the reader may not need the
aid that organizing them into
logical subgroups would give
him. But even when our topics
are inherently easy to understand, the reader may not be
able to commit them to memory

as fast as we present them to
him. So a large number of
topics may be difficult for him
to assimilate, even though each
topic, by itself, may be simple.
To aid the reader I s memory
(fig. 21), we should show him
how the topics in our larger
groups are interrelated. Because of this problem of memory, we seldom should present
more than four or five topics
as coordinate in anyone group.
b. Choosing the correct size
of coordinate topics.--In helping ourselves to achieve the
correct subordination of our
ideas, we have found how to
choose the correct number of
subtopics to present as coordinate. We have found that, depending upon the circumstances,
we may present one (with the
possibility of later adding other
subtopics) and we may present
three or more but that usually
we will present two and that
seldom will we present more
than four or five. We still have
one further problem that may
give us trouble--namely, that
of the relative size, or scope,
of our coordinate topics.
Returning to the equation we
used earlier (AA + AB = A) gives
us a quick gras p of the principle underlying the relative
size of coordinate topics: within
the governing limits of A, either

Disorganized :

22, 3, I, 16, 13, 25, 15, 8, 24, 14, 4, 9, 23, 7, 21

Organized:

(1) (3,4) (7,8,9) (13,14,15,16) - (21,22,23,24,25)

Figure 21. -- Example of organization as an aid to memory.
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AA or AB can be of any size
allowed by the natural division
of A.
It is sometimes thought that
coordinate topics must be of the
same size--that, for example,
if A is 4, then AA must be 2
and AB must be 2. Adhering to
such a restriction would very
often force us into faulty subordination. We often have , for
example , a topic (such as Topic
AA, fig. 22) that we want to
include but that does not require much discussion. Because it is simple, we may conclude that it is subordinate.
Yet, try as we will, we cannot
fit it under anyone of our major
ideas, though it clearly belongs

II.

in our subject area. Such topics
usually are major topics themselves and fit into our outline
logically when we recognize
their true status--namely, that
they are coordinate and not
subordinate.

Figure 22.--Differing complexities
among coordinate topics.

INDUCTIVE METHOD OF OUTliNE FORMATION

We have now seen that making an outline by the deductive
method consists essentially of
achieving correct coordination
and correct subordination.
The method works well when
we have our main idea, Topic
A , at the start. But what if we
do not have our main idea
clearly in mind? Often, at the
beginning, we have only a number of miscellaneous detailed
ideas that we want to weave into
an article. What then?
As Chapman 1 has suggested,
we can use the inductive method.
This method involves two main
steps: getting the ideas and
arranging them into a pattern.
lStuart W. Chapman, "Organization:
First Steps," a lecture given in A Short
Course in Technical Writing, University
of Washington, Seattle, Washington,
1964.

A. GETTING THE IDEAS
Getting the ideas needed to
make our outline involves listing our ideas as they occur to
us and the n s electing from
among them to pick the ones
that can be formed into the pattern that we ultimately want .

1. Listing
Our first step is creative. As
such, we temporarily suspend
judgm ent and concern ours elves
only with conceiving the ideas.
To do that, .ve list them on a
sheet of paper or on 3- by 5Inch cards as fast as they
haphazardly corne to mind. Figure 23 shows a typical list of
topics that might result.

2. Selecting
When we have exhausted our
store of ideas and can think of

1.

Storing frozen fhh
Characteristics of refrigerating sedia and proce.le.l

3.

Potential impact of refrigeration on the Aliatic filher1 ...

4.

Importance of refrigeration

5.

F-reezing filh fillet.

6.

Quality control

7.

Need for an ele.entAry knowled,. of fi.b ucrobiology

8.

Characteri.tic. of fi.h

9.

Need for an el-.nt.ary knowledae of li.h chaa1.ltry

10.

Techno-aoc1o-enonc.1c 1aplicatioo. of r.fri,eration

11.

Planning refr1aerated v •••• l. and plant.

12.

Effect of low t~rature on aicroora.ani ...

13.

Need for an el-.m.tAry knowled,e of the principle. of
refrigeration

14.

Chilling fish fillet.

IS.

Chilling fish

16.

'Thawing frozen fiah

17.

Storing chilled fi.h

18.

Freezing fiah

Figure 23.-- Typical list.

no additional ones, we bring
our judgment back into operation, and from the list of topics
we have made, select the pertinent ones. Then, afterwehave
selected the pertinent ideas, we
next select from them our socalled "what" ideas.
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a. The pertinent ideas.-Listing our haphazardly generated ideas gives us a fairly
good concept of what our subject
area should be. Hence, after
creating the list, we review
our ideas, one by one, and eliminate any that we decide should
not be included in our article
(fig. 24).
Setting aside any topics that
we do not wish to dis cus s in
the article enables us to form
a homogeneous set. This homogeneity tells us that we have an
overall "A" idea, even though,
at the moment, we do not yet
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Figure 24.--Eliminating
ideas.

nonpertinent

know exactly what it is. (In the
outline that we shall develop
later, we shall indicate this
mis sing unidentified idea by a
boxed asterisk [}] in the manner indicated in figure 25).

Figure 25.--Representation of unknown
A idea by a boxed asterisk.

b. The what ideas.--From
the preceding step, we have
obtained a homogeneous set of
ideas from which to construct
our outline. Nevertheless, if
we were to try to form one
from this set, we would probably have difficulty. Some of
the ideas might not be suitable--that is, they might not be
of the kind from which a topic
outline can be made.
Ideas fall into two classes:
"what" ideas and "why" ideas.
The "why" ideas explain why
the "what" ideas are significant. They thereby help give
the reader an understanding of
them. However, only the what
ideas appear in our outline.
The why ideas are inserted
later when we write the intro-

Why -

Why -

Why -

ductions to our article. Hence,
our next step is to s elect our
what ideas. Wemakethis selection by setting aside our why
ideas (fig. 26). Theyareusually
relatively few.

B. ARRANGING THE IDEAS
INTO A PATTERN
The preceeding step consisted
in getting the ideas from which
to make our outline. It consisted first in conceiving the
ideas and second in removing
the nonpertinent ones. This removal left us with a homogeneous set. From this set,
any why ideas could be taken out
to leave us a subset of detailed what ideas. These what
ideas constitute the goal we
have been aiming at. They are
the material from which we construct our topic outline.
Arranging our detailed what
ideas into a logical pattern involves (1) separating them into

L.

Storing frozen fish

2.

Characteristics of refrigerating med i a and processes

4.

Importance of refrigeration

5.

Freezing fish fillets

6.

Quality control

7.

Need for an elementary knowledge of fish microbiology

8.

Characteristics of fish

9.

Need for an elementary knowledge of fish chemistry

11.

Planning refrigerated vell.ela and plants

12.

Effect of low temperature on microorganisms

13.

Need for an elementary knowledge of the principles of
refrigeration

I

14.

Chilling fish fillets

i

:::

Thawing frozen fish

17.

Storing chilled fish

18.

Freezing fish

Why -

Chilling fish

L

----------------------------------------~

Figure 26.--Setting aside why ideas.
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c 1 sequen e .

The fact that one of the two
parts contains more than one
idea tells us that we have a
missing unifying superior
idea--in this cas e, an idea
missing at Levell (fig. 29) .
Since the group at Level 2
contains more than two topics,
we again look for a major
break in thought (fig. 30). Repeating the reasoning in the
preceding step, we infer the
existence of a missing unifying

superior idea at Level l (fig.
31).
Continuing with the technique
us ed earlier. we again look for
a major break in thought (Eg.
32). Since each of the resulting
two groups contains two ideas.
we infer the existence of two
missing unifying superior ideas
at Level 3 (fig. 33). The separation of our ideas into levels of
outline division is now complete.

Malor Break

~

II
o
Figure 28.--Major break in thought.

2

1

o
Figure 29.--Missing idea inferred

to

exist at Level!.

*

o

Figure 30.--Second major break in thought.
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2. Synthesizing the Missing
Ideas
From the pr ec eding step , \'e
know that several needed ideas
are missing at various levels
in the outline.
\'e synthesize
these missing ideas as fol lows:

22

a . Ve start with
coordinate ideas at the most
detailed level in the outline
(Level 4 , in this example) . After
determining their commonalit}
(ABAAA and AB.~B; ABAB.
and ABABB) , we infer the unify ing g en era 1 ideas (ABAA :
ABAB , at Level 3; fig . 34) .

b. We take these newly discovered
coordinate unifying
ideas and again infer the unifying general ideas (ABAatLevel
2; fig. 35).
c. We continue until we have
all our unknown superior unify-

ing ideas synthesized, including
Topic A (fig. 36). Thus, by the
inductive method, we have now
synthesized the same outline
that we would have made had
we known the overall idea, Topic
A, at the start.
4

Figure 34.--Synthesis of Topics ABAA and ABAB.

o
Figure 35.--Synthesis of Topic ABA.

Figure 36.--Synthesis of Topic A.
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SUMMARY
This manual is based on two
premises--namely, (1) that to
ensure the effective communication of ideas from our minds
to the reader's mind, we must
write our article in such a
manner that he can read it
rapidly yet understand it completely and (2) that to write
such an article, we must start
with a logical outline.
We can create a logical outline by either of two methods -deductive or inductive.

DEDUCTIVE METHOD
When we make an outline by
the deductive method, the major
problems
confronting us are
(l) that of achieving correct
coordination
and (2) that of
achieving correct subordination.

Achieving Correct
Coordination
To achieve correct coordination, we must simultaneously
achieve correct subordination.
If, for the moment, however,
we assume that we have subordinated our ideas correctly,
then we can achieve correct
coordination by attaining correct coverage of our ideas and
by presenting them in logical
sequence.
To attain correct coverage,
we give the reader all of the
information implied by our subject, but we give him no more
information than is implied by
it. And we guard against overlap--that is, we do not discuss
the same aspect of our subject
in two or more different places.
24

To achieve correct sequence,
we pres ent our information to
the reader in such a manner
that he always has enough background knowledge to understand
the next topic in our series of
coordinate topics.

Achieving Correct
Subord ination
Correct subordination can be
attained either by our correcting the error of faulty subordination or, preferably, by
our avoiding it.
To correct the error, we
first have to find it. To find it,
we have to know its nature and
how to detect it.
The error, which may be
singly occurring or multiply
occurring, consists in the substitution of subordinate ideas
for a single superior idea. This
substitution may erroneously
be made from the next lower
level of outline division or from
any of the lower levels.
We detect the error by counting the number of topics presented as coordinate. If we
find more than two topics in
any group, we become suspicious. Then, the more topics
we find in the group, the greater
becomes our suspicion that the
coordination is faulty. We confirm our suspicion or allay it
by searching for breaks in
thought as evidenced by specially related subgroups. Finding such a subgroup confirms the
existence of the error of faulty
subordination.
We correct the error by inserting the missing superior
idea--the one that the subordinate ideas we r e substituted
for- -into our outline and then

placing the subordinate ideas
at the appropriate lower levels.
We avoid the error of faulty
subordination by choosing the
correct number of subtopics to
present as coordinate and the
correct relative size of subtopics.
In choosing the correct number of subtopics, we keep in
mind whether we are partitioning or classifying. When we
partition, we must always have
two or more subtopics, but
when we classify, we may have
only one subtopic if that subtopic is the only member in its
clas s.
When dividing a given topic.
we know. however, that it will
usually divide into two subtopics. Accordingly. we start
the dividing process by looking
for two sub top i c s. In this
search. we try to find the natural dividing point of our subject. If. owing possibly to a
lack of knowledge, we cannot
find it, we divide in whatever
manner seems best. We do not
choose some illogical dividing
point merely to attain two subtopics.
Aiding us in our decision as
to how many subtopics to choose
is the concept of tolerances. We
adjust our tolerances to suit
our subject. The more inherently difficult it will be for the
reader to understand, the clos er
we make our tolerances--in
short, the mor€;! rigorously logical we become. But even when
we deal with simple subjects,
we keep in mind the problem
of memory. To aid the reader's
memory, we show him the relations among our topics. For
that reason, we seldom present
more than four or five topics
as coordinate.

In searching for coordinate
subtopics, we are aided by the
knowledge that they are not
necessarily of the same complexity. We know that one subtopic may require much discussion in order to elucidate it
and that the other subtopic or
subtopics may be almost selfevident and therefore require
little discussion. This knowledge keeps us from placing coordinate ideas that are simple
under those that are complex.

INDUCTIVE ME THOD
Using the inductive method
to create an outline consists
essentially in getting our detailed ideas and then arranging
them into a logical pattern.

Getting the Ideas
We get the ideas for our outline by listing them haphazardly
as they corne to mind. We then
s elect from this list the ones
that we want to use. In this
selection,
we choose, first
those that are pertinent to our
subject and then, second, those
that constitute "what" we want
to talk about. That is, some of
our pertinent ideas will be "why"
ideas. These why ideas explain
why our "what" ideas are significant. We set the why ideas
aside for use in writing our introductions and us e only the
what ideas in making the outline.

Arranging the Ideas Into a
Pattern
To arrange the what ideas
into a logical pattern, we first
separate them according to
level of division in our outline.
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We start by arranging the what
ideas into log i cal sequence.
Then, knowing that most sets of
ideas usually divide into two
major groups, we search for
the largest single break in
thought among the ideas by
noting commonalities. We next
take each resulting subgroup
and repeat the process of looking for the largest break in
thought. We continue this process until we have our ideas
separated as to level. Starting
with our most detailed coordinate ideas, we then note their
commonality and next decide
what superior topic will express
the common idea. We continue
in this manner until we have

all the missing superior ideas
synthesized.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
By the techniques presented
here, we are able to construct
a
strictly log i cal outline
whether we start with our overall idea firmly in mind or
whether we start with only a
miscellaneous collection of detailed ideas that we wish to
wea ve into a coherent whole.
The use of these techniques
thus helps us in our efforts
to write an article that can be
read rapidly yet understood
completly.
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APPENDIX

MAKING AN OUTLINE BY THE INVERSE CLASSICAL METHOD
1. We separate our ideas according to outline level.
a. Assuming that we
(which tells us that we
eventually frame a title)
we separate the ideas
thought occurs:

have a homogeneous set of "what " id e as
have the subject matter for which w e can
arranged inlogical sequence (see fig. 27),
at the point where the greatest break in

Title: ____________________________________
1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
Break
2. Characteristics of fish
3. Characteristics of refrigerating media and process e s
4. Chilling fish
5. Storing chilled fish
6. Freezing fish
7. Storing frozen fish
8. Thawing frozen fish
9. Chilling fish fillets
10. Freezing fish fillets
11. Planning refrigerated vessels and plants
12. Quality control
b. On the basis of the break in thought, we group our id e as according to their apparent level of thought, filling in the general
ideas where we can and leaving blank space s in our outline for
missing general ideas that are needed to unify a set of subideas:
Title: ______________________________________

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and process e s
Chilling fish
Storing chilled fish
Freezing fish
Storing frozen fish
Thawing frozen fish
Chilling fish fillets
Freezing fish fillets
Planning refrigerated ves sels and plants
Quality control
27

c. We repeat the above-mentioned Steps a and b as often as is
required to get all our ideas into place at their appropriate level:
Repetition 1
Search for break in thought:
Title: __________________________________

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and processes
Chilling fish
Storing chilled fish
Freezing fish
Storing frozen fish
Thawing frozen fish
Chilling fish fillets
Freezing fish fillets
Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

Break
12. Quality control
Provision for missing general ideas implied by the break:
Title: _________________________________

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

A.

. . ___

~~

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and processes
Chilling fish
Storing chilled fish
Freezing fish
Storing frozen fish
Thawing frozen fish
Chilling fish fillets
Freezing fish fillets
Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

B. Quality control
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Repetition 2
Search for the break in thought:
Title: ________________________________

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

A. _______________________________________
2.
3.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and process es

Break

4. Chilling fish
5. Storing chilled fish
6. Freezing fish
7. Storing frozen fish
8. Thawing frozen fish
9. Chilling fish fillets
10. Freezing fish fillets
11. Planning refrigerated vessels and plants
B. Quality control
Provision for missing general ideas implied by the break:
Ti tle : _______________________________

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

A.

...

1.
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and processes

2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

...

Chilling fish
Storing chilled fish
Freezing fish
Storing frozen fish
Thawing frozen fish
Chilling fish fillets
Freezing fish fillets
Planning refrigerated ves s els and plants

B. Quality control

2.9

Repetition 3
Search for the break in thought:
Title: _________________________________

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

A. _______________________________________
1.
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and processes

2.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Chilling fish
Storing chilled fish
Freezing fish
Storing frozen fish
Thawing frozen fish
Chilling fish fillets
Freezing fish fillets

Break
11. Planning refrigerated vess els and plants
B. Quality control
Provision for missing general ideas implied by the break:

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

A.
1.
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and proces s es

2. ____________________________________
a.

b.

B. Quality control
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...

4. Chilling fish
5. Sto ring chilled fish
6. Freezing fish
7. Storing frozen fish
8. Thawing frozen fish
9. Chilling fish fillets
10. Freezing fish fillets
Planning refrigerated vessels and plants ........_ _

R e p e tition 4
Sea rch for th e b r eak i n t hought :
T i tl e: _________________________________

1. Effe ct o f lo w tem p era ture on m i croorganisms
II .

A.
1.
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and processes

2. _________________________________
a.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Chilling fish
Storing chilled fish
Freezing fish
Storing frozen fish
Thawing frozen fish

Break

b.

9. Chilling fish fillets
10. Freezing fish fillets
Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

B. Quality control
Provision for missing general ideas implied b y the break:

A.
1.
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrig e rating media and processes

2.
a.
(1 )

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Chilling fis h
Storing chill ed fish
Freezing fish
Storing frozen fish
Thaw ing frozen fish

(2)

b.

•

•

(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
Planning refrigerated vess els and plants

B. Quality control
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Repetition 5
Search for the break in thought:
Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

A.
1.
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and processes

2. ___________________________________
a.

(1)
4. Chilling fish
5. Storing chilled fish
Break
6.
7.
8.

Freezing fish
Storing frozen fish
Thawing frozen fish

(2)

b.

(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
Planning r efrig era ted ve s s els and plants

B. Quality control
Provision for missing general ideas implied by the break:

a.
(I)

(a) ~~~~~~~~-------- ~..
~___
(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.2) Storing chilled fish
(b)

6. Freezing fish
7. Storing frozen fish
8. Thawing frozen fish
(2)

b.
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(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

Repetition 6
Search for the break in thought:
Title: _________________________________

I. Effect of lo w temperature on microorganisms
II.

A.
l.
a. Characteristics of fish
b. Characteristics of refrigerating media and process es

2.
a.
(I)
(a)~~_________________

(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.2) Storing chilled fish

(b)

~~__~__~__________

6.
7.

Freezing fish
Storing frozen fish

8.

Thawing frozen ish

Break

(2) __----------------------

b.

(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

B. Quality control
Provision for missing general ideas implied by the break:

(1) _________________________
(a)

(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.2) Storing chilled fish
(b)
(b. 1 ) ____________________________ ....,.
....- -

(b.l.l) Freezing fish
(b.l.2) Storing frozen fish
(b.2) Thawing frozen fish
........_ _
(2) ~__~,...,---~:--:-----,-,-:...,--_______

(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
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2.

We synthesize our missing superior ideas .

a. To synthesize our unknown superior ideas , we start with our
known coordinate ideas at our most detailed level of thought and ,
after determining their commonality, infer their unifying gen e ralizing id e a. We make the title of coordinate tOPiCS parallel in
form.
Titl e : __________________________________

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms

11. ________________

A.
1. _______________________________________
a.
b.

C h aract e ristics of fish
Charact e ristics o f r efrigerating media and proc e ss e s

2. ____________________________________
a . _____________________________________

(1) __________________________
(a) ________________________
(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.2) Storing chilled fish

(b) ______________________
(b. 1) Freezing and storing fish ..........- (b.l.l) Freezing fish
(b.l.2) Storing frozen fish
(b.2) Thawing frozen fish

..........__

(2) _______________________

(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
b.

Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

B. Quality control
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b. We repeat Step a, until we have all the missing superior
ideas synthesized.
Repetition I
Title: _________________________________

I. Effect of lo w temperature on microorganisms

II. ________________________________________
A.
1.
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and process es

2.
a.
(1) _________________________

(a) Chilled fish
(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.2) Storing chilled fish

.........__

(b) Frozen fish

..........- -

(b.l) Freezing and storing fis h
(b.l.l) Fr ee zing fish
(b.l.2) Storing fish
(b.2) Thawing frozen fish
(2) _________________________

(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
b.

Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

B. Quality control
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Repetition 2
Title:

-------------------------------

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
ll. ________________________________________

A.
1.
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and proc esses

2.
a.

(I) Chilled and frozen fish

......
___

(a) Chilled fish
(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.l) Storing chilled fish
(b) Frozen fish
(b.l) Freezing and stormg fish
(b.l.l) Freezing fish
(b.l.2) Storing flsh
(b.l) Thawing frozen fish

(2) Chilled and frozen flsh fillets

.......__

(a) Chilling fish flllets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
b.

Planning refrigerated vess els and plants

B. Quality control
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Repetition 3
Title: _______________________________
I. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

A.
l.
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and process es

2.
a.

Handling chilled and frozen fish and fillets
(1) Chilled and frozen fish
(a) Chilled fish
(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.2) Storing chilled fish
(b) Frozen fish
(b. 1 ) Freezing and storing fish
(b.l.l) Freezing fish
(b.l.2) Storing fish
(b.2) Thawing frozen fish
(2) Chilled and frozen fish fillets
(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets

b. Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

...

...

B. Quality control
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Repetition 4

Title:

1. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

A.

1. Fundamentals
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and process es

2. Application of fundamentals
a. Handling chilled and frozen fish and fillets
(1) Chilled and frozen fish
(a) Chilled fish
(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.l) Storing chilled fish
(b) Frozen fish
(b.l) Freezing and storing fish
(b .1.1) Freezing fish
(b.l.2) Storing fish
(b.2) Tha ving frozen fish
(2) Chllled and frozen fish fillets
(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
b.

Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

B. Quality control
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Repetition 5
Title: ________________________________
I. Effect of low temperature on microorganisms
II.

A.

Processing
1.

...

Fundam entals
a.
b.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and process es

2. Application of fundamentals
a. Handling chilled and frozen fish and fillets
(1) Chilled and frozen fish
(a) Chilled fish
(a. 1 ) Chilling fish
(a.2) Storing chilled fish
(b) Frozen fish
(b.I) Freezing and storing fish
(b.I.I) Freezing fish
(b.I.2) Storing fish
(b.2) Thawing frozen fish
(2) Chilled and frozen fish fillets
(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets
b.
B.

Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

Quality control

...
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Repetition 6
Title: _________________________________

1. Effect of refrigeration on microorganisms

II, Techniqnes of refrigeration
A,

.....................-

Processing
1.

Fundam entals
a,
b,

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and processes

2. A pplication of fundamentals
a,

Handling chilled and frozen fish and fillets
(1) Chilled and frozen fish
(a) Chilled fish
(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.2) Storing chilled fish
(b) Frozen fish
(b.l) Freezing and storing fish
(b.l.l) Freezing fish
(b.l.2) Storing fish
(b.2) Thawing frozen fish
(2) Chilled and frozen fish fillets
(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets

b.

Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

B. Quality control
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Repetition 7

REFRIGERATION OF FISH PRODUCTS

........._

I. Effect of refrigeration on microorganisms
II. Techniques of refrigeration
A. Processing
1.

Fundamentals
a.
b.

2.

Characteristics of fish
Characteristics of refrigerating media and processes

Application of fundamentals
a.

Handling chilled and frozen fish and fillets
(1) Chilled and frozen fish
(a) Chilled fish
(a.l) Chilling fish
(a.2) Storing chilled fish
(b) Frozen fish
(b.l) Freezing and storing
(b.l.l) Freezing fish
(b.l.2) Storing frozen fish
(b. 2) Thawing frozen fish
(2) Chilled and frozen fish fillets
(a) Chilling fish fillets
(b) Freezing fish fillets

b.

Planning refrigerated vessels and plants

B. Quality control

* * *
ow we have a working outline. Evidently the titles are rough
and will have to be refined, but the scope and int er relation of our
topics are established and the sequence of our dis cus sion is lain
out, ready to be followed.

MS. tnb 4
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